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Inexorable 
Adjective 

 
 

Definition:  relentless, not to be persuaded, moved or stopped. 
 
Example sentence:  Dorothy made an inexorable (adjective) journey (noun) 
to see the wizard.  
 
Example sentence:  After an inexorable storm destroyed their ship, Gilligan, 
The Skipper, Ginger and the rest of the passengers wound up on a deserted 
island. 
 
Can you name the television series and the name of the ship they were 
on? 
 

 
 

 May 11th Trivia Sentence:  As Penny, Will and the robot frantically yelled, "Danger!", 

Dr. Smith disregarded their warning and referred to them as a cackling cacophony.   
  

The answer to the May 11th WOTW trivia sentence is: Lost in Space 
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Ineffable 
Adjective 

 
 

Definition:  Incapable of being expressed in words, unspeakable, 
indescribable. 
 
 
 
Example sentence:  I turned flips in my backyard (that would be a sight!) when I 
found out we would be returning to school soon. I was filled with ineffable joy!  
 

 
 
Other examples:  ineffable sorrow, ineffable disappointment, ineffable 
excitement, ineffable love, ineffable beauty 
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Cacophony 
Noun (it’s a thing) 

 
 

Definition:  A chaotic mixture of sounds, a harsh or jarring sound. 
 
 
Example sentence:  As Penny, Will and the robot frantically yelled, "Danger!", 
Dr. Smith disregarded their warning and referred to them as a cackling 
cacophony.   
 
(When we return to school, Mrs. Basilio will have a prize for whomever can identify this t.v. 

series without looking up the answer 😁) 
 

 
Other examples:  a cacophony of birds, a cacophony of instruments, a 
cacophony of loud voices, a cacophony of sound... 
 
 
Interesting fact:  The first know use of the word cacophony was circa 
(about) 1656. 
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(The word of the week is brought to you by Caroline, 6th grade student) 

 
 

Gimcrack 
Noun 

Pronounced jim-krak 
 
 

Definition: A showy object of little use or value (also known as a trinket or 
knickknack). 
 
 
Example sentences:  
The harmonica decorated on Kari's table was a gimcrack that she won at a 
carnival. 
 
 
Here's an interesting fact about the origin of gimcrack: 
Gimcrack is only one of many peculiar-sounding words that have pervaded 
our language to refer to something ornamental and of little value. Others 
include bauble, knickknack, gewgaw, trinket, kickshaw, and tchotchke. Bauble 
appears to be the oldest among the group, with usage dating back to the 
14th century. Gewgaw and kickshaw first appeared in the 16th century, 
whereas gimcrack and knickknack established themselves in the 17th 
century. Tchotchke, borrowed from the Yiddish, is by far the most recent 
addition to our language, only first appearing as an English word in the 
1970s. 
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(The word of the week was chosen by Torah, 7th grade student) 

 
 

Hiraeth 
Pronounced “here-eyeth” (roll the “r”) 

 
 

Definition: Hiraeth is a Welsh concept which can be loosely translated as a 
longing for home, something, or someone; a sense of nostalgia; or more 
commonly, a feeling of homesickness. 
 
It is associated with the bittersweet memory of missing something or 
someone, while being grateful for its/their existence. 
 
Example sentences:  
 
Torah's sentence: "I feel hiraeth when I listen to a few songs like, 
"Sleepsong," "May It Be," and "The Willow Maiden.'" 
 
Additional sentence (provided by an enthusiastic faculty member):  
Despite his nonchalant disposition, the tech ed teacher wrote and performed 
heartfelt, yet inspiring rap songs on You Tube (with back up hip-hop dancers) 
to quell his unremitting hiraeth for reconnection with his school community. 
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Auspicious 
Adjective 

  

Definition: To be successful, favorable 

  

Example sentences: 

She got a good night's rest, exercised, completed her school assignments 
and spent time doing something fun- she had an auspicious day. 

  

He did all his chores and homework without a reminder, so he thought it 
would be an auspicious opportunity to ask his mom for extra time to 
play videogames. 


